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  We’re excited to release 19.6 version of Aspose.PDF Cloud, with all new API Version V3, with enhancement to Bookmark manipulation and introduced breaking changes to   storage operations. Read on to see what’s new.

V3 API Version#

In 19.6, we’ve implemented Aspose.PDF Cloud as a microservice. Now, it uses V3 API Version, new base URI will be as following. Please note legacy V2.0 API version will remain available with older release, but all new changes and updation will be made in latest API Version(V3) in the future.


API calls are more secured in new API version, because now it supports JWT(JSON Web Token) authentication in this release. OAuth2 and URL signing authentication methods are not supported any more by V3 API Version. Let us show you how to get JWT Access Token.

Get JWT Authentication Token



Enhanced Bookmark Manipulation#

While working with PDF documents, bookmark is an essential feature for navigation within PDF document pages. After you add bookmarks to a PDF file, you can access to a specific part of a PDF file easily and efficiently. In this release, we’ve enhanced working with bookmarks with Aspose.PDF Cloud API. Now you can add and delete bookmarks, get bookmark by path, get child collection of particular bookmark and update bookmark in PDF document with simple request calls.

Let’s show you how easily you can add bookmarks in a PDF document using Aspose.PDF Cloud REST API, using cURL command. You can check a complete list of available SDKs to use Aspose.PDF Cloud SDK in your favorite platform without worrying about underlying API calls.

Upload Source Document to Storage



Add Bookmark



Breaking Changes in Storage Methods#

In previous releases, storage APIs are included in Aspose.PDF Cloud REST API for a better user experience and unification, so user no need to use any other API for storage operations. Now, we’ve improved the naming scheme of storage methods as following.

Old Methods

New Methods

PostMoveFile

MoveFile

PostMoveFolder

MoveFolder

PutCreate

UploadFile

PutCreateFolder

CreateFolder

GetDownload

DownloadFile

GetIsExist

ObjectExists

GetIsStorageExist

StorageExists

GetListFileVersions

GetFileVersions

GetListFiles

GetFilesList

You can visit the release notes for a complete list of breaking changes.

We Want to Hear from You#

Feel free to drop us a comment sharing your thoughts about the new version of Aspose.PDF Cloud REST API. Or let us know if you have any suggestions or if you need any particular features which you expect our REST API to have.

And if you’ve not already had a chance to try our REST API, simply start a free trial today. All you need is to sign up with the aspose.cloud. Once you’ve signed up, you’re ready to try the powerful file processing features offered by aspose.cloud.
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